
A NEW, Convenient App to 
Reach Hungry Customers!

Mood To Eat® is new and revolutionary online ordering 
application created by team of foodies dedicated to making 
connections between restaurants and customers as convenient, 
effortless and affordable as possible. 

Through Mood To Eat, we offer restaurants FREE* marketing,  
easy-to-use technology and FREE* EXPOSURE to new customers  
ALL AT NO COST*!

It’s EASY to Participate 
on Mood To Eat!

1.  Choose 5 of your preferred menu items with 
photos, descriptions and pricing.

2.  Indicate the delivery options that are available  
for your patrons (pick-up, delivery or both). 

3.  Mood To Eat will take care of the rest and  
promote your restaurant!

NO New Devices, NO Cost 
& FREE* Publicity 

 NO new Point-Of-Sale software or special apps  
are required; orders are made and managed on  
existing devices 

 Participating venues get FREE* publicity to a new 
audience of Mood To Eat app users

 PLUS, Mood To Eat gives venues a unique 
opportunity to create loyal patrons through photos 
and pricing



Patrons Will Enjoy Ordering 
From Your Restaurant 

Through Our App!
Mood To Eat® does NOT
commissions. It’s FREE*, CONVENIENT, and puts 

 
Mood To Eat app. 

secure payment, Mood To Eat users can order and 
checkout in three easy clicks.

Mood To Eat is a self-sustaining user reward system! 
Patrons receive FREE* LOYALTY POINTS from  
Mood To Eat toward any restaurant featured on the 
app. As they continue to use the app, users will collect 
more loyalty points, encouraging them to use  
Mood To Eat again and again! 

We Look Forward to Featuring 
Your Restaurant on Our App!  

To see how Mood To Eat works and how  
it can help your business, scan the QR  
code below or visit our website,  
www.MoodToEat.com

Learn more about how  
Mood To Eat can  
help your business –  
call 630-229-9299.

*FREE applies to basic Bronze Plan. Other plans may incur additional fees. 

** The restaurants listed on the current site are for demonstration purposes.
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